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HUMAN IMPACT ON CLIMATE CHANGE
Human activities such as the use of fossil fuels, the exploitation of

tropical forests and the raising of cattle are increasingly influencing
the climate and temperature of the earth.

These activities release enormous quantities of greenhouse gases,
which are added to those naturally present in the atmosphere, thereby
enhancing the greenhouse effect and global warming.
LET US TAKE THE EXAMPLE OF GREENHOUSE GASES
Certain gases of the terrestrial atmosphere act in the manner of the

walls of a greenhouse, they allow solar energy to enter the atmosphere
but prevent it from escaping.

Many of these gases are naturally present in the atmosphere, but

human activity increases the concentrations of some of them in the
atmosphere, in particular :
-Carbon dioxide (CO₂);
-Methane;

-Nitrogen protoxide;
-Fluorescent gas;

CO₂ is the greenhouse gas most produced by human activities: it is
responsible for 63 percent of the human-caused warming of the planet.

Its concentration in the atmosphere is currently 40 percent higher than

that of the start of industrialization.Other greenhouse gases are
emitted in smaller quantities, but they retain heat much more
efficiently than CO₂ and are up to 1000 times more powerful. Methane

is responsible for 19 percent of the global warming caused by humans,
while this proportion rises to 6 percent for the nitrogen proxy.
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THE CAUSES OF RISING EMISSIONS
The combustion of coal, oil and gas produces carbon dioxide and
nitrous oxide. The disappearance of forests (deforestation), trees help
regulate the climate by absorbing carbon dioxide (CO₂) from the
atmosphere.
Also, when they are felled, this positive effect is lost and the carbon
stored in the trees is released into the atmosphere, aggravating the
greenhouse effect. The increase in breeding, cattle and sheep produce
large amounts of methane when they digest their food.
Nitrogen-containing materials produce nitrous oxide emissions.
Fluorescent gases have a considerable warming effect, up to 23,000
times greater than that of CO₂ .

THERE ARE MANY SOLUTIONS THAT WE CAN CARRY OUT IN OUR
ENVIRONMENT IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
1 -Fight against hunger by supporting sustainable agriculture
2 -Adopt an ethical fashion
3 -Support the local economy
4 -Consume fair trade products
5 -Favor renewable energies
6 -Preserve water
7 -Fight against deforestation
8 -Promote circular management (reduce, reuse, repair and recycle)
9- Contribute to donations to change the daily lives of many people
10-Support social solidarity entrepreneurship
Written by: Jeannette MARILLAT
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CREATING
A JOB BASED ON MY
SKILLS
AND COMPETENCIES

“Choose a job you love, and you
will never have to work a day in
your life!” Confucius.
All work and no play! How many of us are
stuck in that daily grind? Perhaps, you have
finished your studies and you are looking
desperately for a job unsuccessfully…
Unemployment is a common issue in a lot of
countries. Unfortunately, the youth is not
spared, for instance 22% is the ratio for
France.
Nevertheless, do not give up! It is a new year,
the perfect time to set yourself new goals!
And what if… You decide to create a job
based on your skills and competencies?
First thing first, even if it looks like similar
words, it is very important to understand the
difference between your skills and your
competencies.
Skills are the specific learned abilities that
you need to perform a job well. They are
divided into hard skills and soft skills.
Whereas a hard skill is a technical and
quantifiable skill that a professional may
demonstrate
through
their
specific
qualifications and professional experiences, a
soft skill is a non-technical skill that is less
rooted in specific vocations. For instance, a
hard skill can be computer programming
while a soft skill may be verbal
communication.

Competencies are the person’s knowledge
and behaviours that lead them to be
successful in a job. Competencies effectively
explain how an individual’s behaviours bring
about the desired results in their role.
To identify them, you have several options.
You can either do some online tests to have a
global idea or ask for a skills assessment.
Usually in work agency it is available upon
request.

How to do?
Creating a job is something very serious. You
must take in consideration that the journey
is long, from start to finish it can take a year
or more.
Eleanor Roosevelt used to say that the future
belongs to those who believe in the beauty of
their dreams. So, keep going!
Therefore, if you are ready and want to give a
shot, these following stages are required.
The idea
It is the origin of your project. You need to be
as accurate as possible. So do not hesitate to
read, travel, do brainstorming with your
friends or family.
Market research
It is a good way to test your idea. You can use
a
SWOT
matrix,
prepare
some
questionnaires, etc. It is one of the most
important stage. Do not take it lightly.
Thanks to the results, you must be able to
choose your targets, to define your prices
and find a sustainable economic model.
Numbering
It is another important stage. In this part you
will have to project your activity upon 3
years. It is also there that you write your
financial plan. It goes with your business
plan, a very useful document you will need to
provide if you want to convince investors.
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Financing
Money is needed at the beginning of any
activity. It is very important to do a list of all
your needs. In order to complete your
savings, you will have to convince banks or
other organisms.
Setting up
Everything goes well! You have obtained
your loan and can start your activity. In this
part, it is up to you to choose your location.
Sometimes you will need to sign some papers
for the rent. It is also where you will choose
the type of society (organizations, limited
liability company…) Take your time and do
not hesitate to consult a specialist. The type
of society determines also how you will be
taxed and your protection in case of
problems.
Sales effort
It is common to say that the first five years
are crucial for a business. Sales effort mean
that you need to find regular customers,
invest
in
advertisement
and
communication…
Management
It is where you will decide if you hire an
accountant or if you manage the business by
your own. In other terms, you make the
operational decisions here. You will need to
know about risk management and be able to
manage your cash flow.

Transfer (optional)
Well, this stage will occur in two cases.
1. Case number 1: unfortunately, you did not
manage the first 5 years because of the
conjecture, and you are ready to sale.
2. Case number 2: You have another idea or
want to do something different. You have
decided that it is time to sale. Anyway, it is
a very long and stressful journey. Consult
specialists to help you in that process.

Tricks
Now, these are some additional tips to help
you through that creating process.
1. Be cautious: we live in a world where the
wolves are disguised in lambs. Do not say
too much and speak to the right persons.
2. Find a good name: make sure that the
name you want is not trademarked.
Trademark yours.
3. Get enough sleep: it will help your mind
stay rested and refreshed, leaving you
creatively recharged.
4. Be positive: eliminate negativity. Think
positive and it is going to be alright.
Now, It’s your move!
written by Edlyne BERTILLE
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Standing up for your
rights
Every human has the right to live in freedom and
to express his opinions, his thoughts and his
religious faith. He has the right to improve
through fairly paid work. He has the right not to
be excluded from society only because he has the
skin of another color, or professes a different
religion or has contracted a contagious disease.
And finally he has the right to live in the world
without wars and without economic and social
inequalities. But that's not all, there is more.
So I believe that today we are very lucky citizens,
but that we rarely realize, even when someone
asks us the question 'what are human rights?
Very often we don't find a definite answer.
Many people before us fought and waged war to
have the same rights that we take for granted
today. But that aren't granted in reality, just
think about the children of some poor countries
forced into malnutrition, of people in prison just
for having expressed their opinion, to non-EU
citizens but also to minors who are exploited in
work and to poor women who continue to live in
conditions of inferiority. Yet our rights are
universal, but there are still countries that do not
take them into consideration.Our rights are a
value that we have acquired and that we must
now protect it.
The defense of human rights are the basis for
building a better world.I would like to mention
now, to not forget, those who made the
difference and helped to formulate the human
rights that we have today.

These people fought for human rights because
they realized that in their absence, peace and
progress would never have been achieved. Each
of them has importantly changed the world.
Marthin Luther king, defender of black people;
Mahatma Gandhi who described nonviolence
as "the greatest force available to humanity. It
is more powerful than the most powerful
weapon of destruction ever conceived by man's
ingenuity "; Nelson Mandela, father of the
struggle against apartheid .. are people who,
through thought and actions, have made the
difference and have changed our world!

The path of women's rights has been long and
difficult, they have always been considered
inferior to men, and today we have laws that
affirm gender equality. So I as a woman cannot
accept that there are still women in the world
far from enjoying their freedom. If they are
married they do not work and if they work
they are forced to do a difficult job and they are
also poorly paid. They are kept in ignorance at
home, where their role is only as a wife. How is
this possible? For this reason, one of our main
objectives should be to defend our rights!

Written by NAWRES HADDAD
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I was discriminated because of
my religion.
A lot of people are discriminated in the world because they believe in different
God, or they only believe. It’s very stupid what people do with other person.
Sometimes discrimination go to wrong way, I don’t understand why people do it
exactly, and a lot of people don’t know, but in this article I will put some
examples about this discrimination.
Firstly I put my experience, in primary school I
was in catholic school but to high school I went
to public school and people didn’t respect
people who are religious. In religion lessons
aren’t a lot of people, only 9 person from all my
class. It’s bad because our country is catholic
country. And our history is based with our
religion. In Poland in XX century was 2 world
war. And center of world was in our country, so
a lot of people looking for God, to help with
War’s problems. They based their hope in God,
but now people forgot about our history. People
are thankful God for save Poland from war, but
now in history lessons teacher don’t learn in
good way about history. But in other way more
important things why people don’t believe in
God in Poland , is problem about Church. Priest
sometimes is boring and young person don’t like
spend time in church, because they feel bored.
But we must comeback to my situations. My
family are very religious, so for this reasons I
know more informations about God and religion.
My friends in school don’t like that I go to
church almost everyday, so sometimes I feel
discriminated. They told me why are you going
church, why are you spend a lot of time with
priest. Always when they want to go out with me,
I told their “no I can’t because I’m going to
church now”. So sometimes I spend more time
in church than with friends. But now I feel
better than their. When I meet my friend in the
street, they told they are lost in their life or
don’t feel great in their life. So yes I was
discriminated by their, but I survive and I good
with that. Your discriminating is depend about
where do you live and what people are spend
time with you.

In this part I will show you situations
about Christian people in Europe. On this
Area you can find growing discrimination
of Christians, in last 5 years noticed 800
cases. For example crimes based on
religious hatred, negative stereotypes, but
also the withdrawal of freedom of
expression or association. It’s so hard to
hear that, because a lot of people told
that we must be respectful and kind for
other, but sometimes didn’t do it, and
hate other people. In Central and East
Europe now Christians have a problem
with going to church or registration a
Church, freedom to preach Gospel of God,
and teaching religion in school. But in the
west countries are law limit wear
Christians Symbols or public talking about
Religion. That’s free world or under war
every time, a lot of Christians people don’t
feel good in own countries. British surveys
say that 2/3 Christians involved in Political
or Media, they are almost discriminated
and they don’t have a lot support from
government and sometimes that people
go to trash.
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I was discriminated because of
my religion.
Now is time to tell you about the most
discriminating continent in all our
world. American surveys show a few
reasons why in Africa is a lot of
Discrimination
- the existence of Islamic law, which is
part of the constitution (eg Somalia);
- anarchy.
which resulted in the
takeover of power in some parts of the
country by Islamic groups (e.g. Libya);
- restrictions on the rights of religious
minorities in Islamic countries (eg
Sudan);
- the existence of violent authoritative
regimes (eg Eritrea);
- armed attacks on Christians by other
ethnic groups (e.g. Nigeria);
restrictions
related
to
the
construction or access to places of
worship (eg Egypt);
- instability related to fighting (e.g.
Central African Republic);
- radicalization of certain groups
related to Islam (eg Mali);
- restrictions on access to Christian
literature and its confiscation (e.g.
Morocco).

So in Africa is a lot of Discrimination, but
sometimes in Poland are organization to
help Christians People in Africa. In my city
is
organization
which
organize
Volunteering Trips to Africa to help
people.
Organization
is
Salesian
Missionary Volunteering, and after one
year formation you can apply to go be
volunteering place in Africa or Asia. I join
this organization 2 years ago, but I don’t
apply for Trip to Africa etc. because I
went to Cyprus. But in nearest future I
want apply for that trip and go to help
discriminated people in all of the world.

Written by
Jan Parafiński
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SOLUTIONS
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SOLUTIONS
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SOLUTIONS
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UPCOMING
EVENT

Wealth quickly got will
become less; but he
who gets a store by the
work of his hands will
have it increased.
Proverbs 13:11

